
   Discussion with Referees:

   This Evaluation Form is the basis for a constructive discussion following each game among the Delegate and
   Referees. Areas of Strength and suggested Areas for Improvement are important elements of the
   retrospective game analysis.
   Please fill in your recommendations in the box "SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT" (first page of this form).

   DURING THE GAME:

   Final Evaluation of Referees
   Please indicate the Match Difficulty (EASY   NORMAL   DIFFICULT)
   
   Also indicate whether the official was:
   INCREASING DIFFICULTIES -----  The official increased the match difficulty (through action or inaction)
   NO SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE --- The official had no influence on the match difficulty
   REDUCING DIFFICULTIES -------- The official reduced the match difficulty (through action or inaction)

I N S T R U C T I O N   F O R   C O M P L E T I O N

   -  Note under "Remarks" all relevant observations by writing "R" with an index in the corresponding line
      (sections "1" to "17") for the 1st and 2ndreferee, respectively.
   -  Write the corresponding explanations or recommendations in the box "Special Remarks".

   AFTER THE GAME:

   Ratings: (BASED ON THE LEVEL ATTEMPTED)

   -  E:    outstanding, exemplary, practically perfect

   -  V:    almost no mistakes, very good control, no comments

   -  G:    few mistakes, good control, minor improvements possible

   -  N:    some mistakes, regular control, improvement needed

   -  I:    many mistakes, “big point” errors, basic skills deficient, deficient in match control

   -  C:    not adequate for this match level, disastrous errors,influences result of game/match, loss of control

   Assessments for each section "1" to "17":

   -  Right after the game indicate the level of performance in each section ("1" to "17") by marking one of the
      empty boxes ("C,I,N,G,V,E") with an "x" and - if necessary for explanation - by adding summarizing remarks in
      thecorresponding line. The respective ratings are explained in the table below.
      The ratings and additional remarks reflect the general impression in the corresponding section based on the
      observations collected during the whole game.

   -  The ratings "V, E" are "bonus points". This additional points can be awarded for outstanding examples of
      officiating. A remark should be recorded for the "V, E"

   -  The ratings "C, I"  may only be marked if there are some remarks in that line.


